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Symposium: Power Shift
Introduction
BAOGANG HE
Deakin University
The rise of China has complicated the strategic relationship between Australia
and the US, prompted diﬃcult questions about potential adjustments to the
alliance, and created a special form of collaborative and conﬂictive trilateralism
of the US, China and Australia. Hugh White has raised doubts about the future
primacy of the US in East Asia and the Paciﬁc. White argues that the inspired
strategic diplomacy of Nixon and Kissinger in recognising China in exchange
for a reduction in anti-US rhetoric and the halting of China’s export of
communism to the region led to a 40-year period of peace in Asia. Small and
medium-sized Asian states beneﬁtted from US leadership, but White claims that
Australia, which shares similar values to those of the US, gained the most from
the arrangement.
White doubts this arrangement can continue, however. China has more
economic leverage over the rest of the world and the US has less economic
leverage over China. China now constitutes a threat to existing international
leadership and East Asia must come to terms with a future in which US primacy
cannot be assumed. He is highly sceptical about Australia’s capacity to continue
its existing policies and enjoy relations with China and the US that are as
successful as they have been up until now. For these reasons, he argues,
Australia can and should persuade Washington to shift its policies toward
China.
The Australian response to the rise of China has generated a greater degree of
public debate than in comparable cases, such as South Korea, Japan and
Singapore, where discussion of foreign policy tends to be restricted to
policymaking circles. Nevertheless, the Australian debate has elicited few
responses to White’s views from China and the US. Furthermore, the debate
has not fully linked two separate and yet related themes: the optimal means of
maintaining stability in East Asia and the implications of such a ‘power shift’
away from the current US-led regional order for American allies. The articles in
this symposium test White’s arguments, and thereby contribute to the debate on
how Australia and other states should think about the rise of China.
Baogang He is Professor of International Studies at Deakin University.
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Lowell Dittmer agrees with White’s cautionary view of the future of the
region, and acknowledges the potentially disadvantageous position that smaller
states such as Australia may ﬁnd themselves between a rising China and a
declining US hegemon. By typologising the potential roles for smaller states
under conditions of an emergent great-power rivalry, Dittmer provides a more
nuanced account of the options available to Australia and other small–medium
powers in the region.
Baogang He, meanwhile, questions White’s assumptions that China will
necessarily gain at the expense of the United States, and that states such as
Australia will face unenviable choices as a result. He argues that smaller and
middle powers in East Asia and the Paciﬁc share an interest in avoiding great-
power conﬂict. It is in Australia’s interest, argues He, to cooperate with the
Association of South-East Asian Nations in strengthening ‘hybrid regionalism’
and building a modiﬁed regional order that can satisfy the interests of all states
in the region.
The themes discussed in this symposium are necessarily future oriented, but
they also have the potential to inform foreign policy in the present. We
encourage readers to respond to the issues we have raised, and to contribute to
the ongoing debate about the nature of regional order in East Asia.
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